
 

Physics GCSE 
Topic: Waves 

(Notes)



Q1) What is a wave? 

A1) Wave is a disturbance that transfers energy from one point to another.


Q2) What is the structure of the wave? 

A2)


 

Q3) What is a crest? 

A3) The top half of the wave is called a crest.


Q4) What is a trough? 

A4) The bottom half of the wave is called a trough.


Q5) What is meant by the amplitude? 

A5) Amplitude is the height of the wave.


Crest



Q6) What is meant by a wavelength? 

A6) Wavelength is the distance between consecu8ve crest or troughs. 

Q7) What is wavelength represented by? 

A7) wavelength is represented by an inverted  y,  ’’ called lambda.


Wavelength =   = Lambda  

Q8) What is meant by speed of wave or velocity of wave? 

A8)  Speed/velocity of wave tell us how fast a wave moves. 


Q9) What is the equation used to calculate the velocity of the wave? 

A9)  The equation used is:


Velocity = Frequency x wavelength  

                  V = f x  

Q10) What is meant by frequency? 
A10) Frequency is number of waves per second. 

Q11) What is the formula used to calculate frequency? 

A11) The equation to calculate frequency is:
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Q12) What are the units of frequency? 

A12) The units of frequency are Hertz (Hz).


Q13) In the diagram below, there are 2 waves. Wave A and wave B. Comment on the 
wavelength and frequency of both waves. 




A13)      


Q14) What is meant by time period? 

A14) Time period is the time taken for one complete wave to pass through.


Q15) How many types of waves are there? 

A15) There are two types of waves:


1. Transverse waves 
2. Longitudinal waves 

WAVE A WAVE B

High frequency Low frequency 

Short wavelength Long wavelength 



Q16) What is meant by transverse waves? 

A16) Transverse waves are those waves in which particles vibrate/oscillate at 90 degrees to 
the wave motion.


E.g. light waves, water waves, electromagnetic waves.


 

 

 Direc8on of wave  

Q17) What is meant by longitudinal wave? 

A17)  Longitudinal waves are those waves in which particles vibrate/oscillate parallel to the 
wave motion. 


E.g. Sound waves.


Direc8on of par8cle.   

 

                 Direc8on of wave 

Direc8on of par8cle 



Q18) What is the name of the instrument used to produce sound waves? 

A18) The instrument/device used to produce sound waves is called a tuning fork.


Striker  

Compression                            rarefac8on                       Compression 
 
                                                             

Q19) What is the speed of sound in air? 

A19) The speed of sound in air is 330 m/s.


Q20) In which medium solid, liquid and gas does sound travel the fastest. Explain 
your answer. 

A20) Sound travels fastest in the solids and slowest in the gases.


Reason: Particles in a solid are tightly packed therefore it travels quickly from particle to 
particle. Whereas particles in a gas are far apart from each other hence it takes longer to 
travel.


Q21) How many types of sounds are there? 

A21) There are two types of sounds:


1. Infrasounds 
2. Ultrasounds  



Q22) What is meant by infrasound’s? 

A22) Those sounds that have a frequency below 20Hz are called infrasound’s. 

Q23) What is meant by ultrasounds? 

A23) Those sounds that have a frequency above 20 000 Hertz are called ultrasounds.


Q24) What sounds can humans hear or what is audible frequency of human? 

A24) The audible frequency range of humans is:   20 Hz to 20 000Hz


Q25) What are electromagnetic waves? 

A25) Electromagnetic waves are examples of transverse waves. 


Q26) Can transverse waves travel through a vacuum. 

A26) Transverse waves can travel through space or vacuum.


Q27) Draw and label the electromagnetic spectrum? 

A27) Electromagnetic spectrum consists of the following 


Q28) What is the speed of light waves?  

A28) The speed of the light is:  or 30 0000000 m/s 

Radio waves Microwaves Infrared Visible 
light

Ultraviolet X rays Gamma 
rays

3 x 108 m /s 



Q29) What is the speed of all the electromagnetic waves? 

A29) All the electromagnetic waves travel with the speed of light i.e.    

Q30) What do you sense first, the thunder or lightening? Explain your answer. 

A30) We see lightening before hearing thunder.

Reason: speed of light is faster than sound.

3 x 108 m /s 


